Coombe Bissett CE VA Primary School
‘Within a caring Christian community we enable every child to flourish and inspire a love of learning in all members of our community’

Ash Class Terms 3 & 4 2019
English
Viking myths and legends and writing our own
quest stories; building tension and using our
settings in ‘fear; stories.
Information texts about how and why the Vikings
travelled, how they fought and how their rule
ended; recounts and blogging about class events.
Key vocabulary: cohesion, ellipsis, hyphen, colon,
semi-colon, dash, bullet points.

Science

Art & DT: making pop up Viking maps (linked
with Computing and Geography); retelling
Viking myths and legends with shadow
puppets (linked with English and Science).
Music: developing our performing skills
through Primary Live project and our
composition skills; taking musical melodies
‘on a journey’.

Maths

Going for goals: looking at rights and
responsibilities for ourselves and the wider
community; how to be independent; good
management of money.
Good to be me: celebrating our achievements;
celebrating our differences and differences
throughout the world; discussing diversity and
acceptance of different cultures.

Fractions, decimals and percentages: simplifying fractions;
comparing and ordering fractions; adding and subtracting
fractions with different denominators; multiplying; dividing
by whole numbers (year 6 only); fractions, decimal and
percentage equivalents.
Ratio and Proportion: percentage of a number; scale factor;
problem solving with unequal sharing; problem solving with
missing values; problem solving with unequal sharing and
grouping.
Algebra: simple formulae; linear number sequences; finding
unknowns.
Data: reading and interpreting timetables.

Journeys

Forces (linked with gymnastics): investigating objects
falling to Earth because of the force of gravity;
identifying the effects of air resistance, water
resistance and friction that act between moving
surfaces; recognise that some mechanisms, including
levers, pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have
a greater effect.
Light (linked with DT): recognise that light travels in
straight lines; explain that we see things because light
travels from light sources to our eyes or to objects then
our eyes; explain the shapes that shadows form.

Art, DT & Music

PSHE

Humanities
History: invaders from the sea!
The Anglo Saxons and Vikings; raids and invasions;
settlements and kingdoms; Alfred the Great and
Athelstan.
Geography: Europe – its countries and cities; key
environmental, physical and human characteristics.
Maps - using compass points, four and six-figure grid
references, symbols and keys.

PE
Tag rugby: accuracy, confidence and
control; attack and defence; teamwork
Gymnastics (linked with Science): balance;
weight distribution; control of movement

R.E
Symbols and religious expression
How do art, architecture, poetry express religious beliefs and
ideas? Christianity, Hinduism & Sikhism
Salvation
What did Jesus do to save human beings? Christianity

French
Notre Monde: building phrases and sentences
about travel & geography
Scène de Plage: writing instructions

Computing
Research and image manipulation: linked to DT Viking maps.
Presenting Data: linked to Maths revision.

